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Charla Shambley: Hello, my name is Charla Shambley and I will be monitoring this chat room. In this role, 
I am the voice for the remote participants, ensuring that they are heard equally with those who are “in-
room” participants. Please note that I will only be able to read your comment/question within the time 
set by the Chair of this session; I will not be able to read your comment or question on the mic if they 
are sent after the session/subject is closed by the Chair. 
Charla Shambley: The chat rooms are the virtual meetings’ for everyone, in-room and remote. When 
submitting a question that you want me to read out loud on the mic,  please start with a <QUESTION> 
and end with a “</QUESTION>”. Text outside these quotes will be considered as part of “chat” and will 
not be read out loud on the mic. 
Charla Shambley: Please note that chat sessions are being archived and follow the ICANN Expected 
Standards of Behavior: http://www.icann.org/en/news/in-focus/accountability/expected-standards. 
Bill Drake: It is very unfortunate that our human rights meeting is scheduled at the same time, but I will 
try to follow the slides and read the report after 
Larisa Gurnick:@Bill - please note that this session is being recorded and transcribed and there will be 
another working session on 3 March.  Staff will provide an update email with all relevant information 
and links. 
Bill Drake: great thanks Larisa 
Mary Wong:@Bill, Rudi is here as one of the NCSG Working Party members. There are other WP 
members from other SGs as well who are present. 
Bill Drake: I strongly disagree with the recommendation on Council being limited to rubber stamping 
WGs.  That is a killer for civil society. 
Bill Drake: Also don't agree we need more silos 
Bill Drake: this slide puzzling 
Mary Wong:@Bill, this is a very brief summary - the Working Party and community will have a chance to 
review the analysis in fuller detail after this meeting.  
Bill Drake: good thing 
Edmon: This chart is good way to understand the dynamics 
Edmon: i meant the pie chart that grouped us/eu/anz 
rafik: any link to the slides? 
Mary Wong: @Rafik, I expect that they will be published for the ICANN meeting session, like other 
ICANN meeting sessions, and possibly also to the Working Party wiki. 
Richard Westlake: Agreed - thank you for that feedback to Colin 
Charla Shambley:@Rafik - they slides will be posted to the session details page this afternoon.  
http://singapore52.icann.org/en/schedule/wed-gnso-review 
rafik: @charla material are supposed to be available 2 weeks before me, for icann to respect its own 
guidelines 
Mary Wong: @Rafik, that is for materials to be discussed during the ICANN meeting. This is one reason 
why this session was structured as a presentation - so the actual recommendations will be published 
after the meeting, in recognition of the fact that the community will need time to digest and review 
them. 
Charla Shambley: Thank you for attending today's working session. 
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